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Let P,(G) and P,(G) be abstract properties pertaining to commutative 
semigroups G in the sense of Cohn [3]. P,(G) is said to be weaker than or 
equal to P,(G) and denoted by P,(G) 3 P,(G) if and only if, for any 
commutative semigroup S, P,(G) is satisfied by S (i.e., P,(S) is true) whenever 
P,(G) is satisfied by S. If Pi(G) 2 P,(G) and P,(G) 3 P,(G), then P,(G) 
and P,(G) are said to be equivalent and denoted by P,(G) = P,(G). If 
P,(G) - P,(G), we regard P,(G) and P,(G) as the same property. When S 
is a semigroup which is a semilattice of commutative semi-groups S, , 5 E x, 
S is not necessarily commutative. However, there is an abstract property 
P(G) pertaining to commutative semigroups G, such that, any semigroup 
which is a semilattice of commutative semigroups with P(G) is commutative. 
Such an abstract property P(G) is called a fully c-invariant property (abbrev., 
f.c.i.-property). For example, it is well-known (e.g., see Clifford [I]) that the 
property P(G), “G is a group”, is an f.c.i.-property. There is no greatest 
(i.e., weakest) f.c.i.-property with respect to the ordering relation defined 
above, but there is a maximal f.c.i-property. Further, a maximal f.c.i.- 
property is not unique. The main purpose of this paper is to obtain maximal 
f.c.i.-properties, and some relevant results. 
1. INTR~DUCTI~N 
A commutative idempotent semigroup r is called a semilattice. Define an 
ordering relation on I’ as follows: 
(1.1) cr<~ifandonlyifor,B =&Y =,B. 
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Then, it is obvious that r is a partially ordered set with respect to :i. If 
N p and a: f /3, then wc shall denote it by a i_’ p. If r is a totally ordered 
srt with respect to -g, then r is called a chain. Now, let (S., : y E rj (r: 
a semilattice) be a collection of semigroups S, . Then, each S, is called the 
y-component of this collection. If y is not a minimal element of r (i.e., if t’hcre 
is an element a E r such that 01 < y), then the corresponding S,, is called a 
multiple-component. Let 5’ = C(S, : y E ri (hereafter, x and & denote 
disjoint sum). If :T is multiplication in S such that 
(1.2) S(V) is a semigroup, and each S,,(y E r) is embedded in S(T)), 
. . l.c., .t *::y -~yforall,r,yES,,,and 
(1.3) S, i: S, C S,, for all iy, p E r, 
then the resulting system S(c) is called a co~~position of {S, : y E r} (with 
respect to r). Further, next we shall generalize this concept as follows: 
Let {S, : 5 E x} (x: a set) be a collection of semigroups S, . Define multiplica- 
tion * in x and multiplication fJ in S = C{S, : [ E x} such that x(*) is a 
semilattice [chain] and S(c) is a composition of {S, : 5: E x(e)}. In this ‘case, 
S(:-) is called a semilattice [linear] composition of {S, : 6 E x}. Let {S,, : y E r} 
(r: a semilattice) be a collection of commutative semigroups S, . Then, 
sometimes there exists a composition S(C) of {S, : y E r} which is 
commutative. In this case, we shall call S(c) a commutative composition of 
(S., : y E rj. Similarly if a semilattice [linear] composition S(0) of a collection 
{S, : 5 E X} (2: a set) of commutative semigroups S, is commutative, then 
S(c) is called a commutative semilattice [linear] composition of {S, : 5 G x}. 
In general, for a given collection {S, : y E rj (r: a semilattice) of semigroups 
S, there is not necessarily a composition of (A’., : y E r} (see [4]). If there 
exists at least one composition of {S,, : y E r}, then the collection {S, : y E r> 
is said to be composable. If r is a chain, then it is well-known (e.g., see [I]) 
that (S, : y E r} is necessarily composable. For any given collection (S, : y E r} 
(r: a semilattice) of commutative semigroups S, , a composition of {S, : 7 E rj 
is (even if it exists) not necessarily commutative. This can be seen from the 
following simple example: 
Let r = {OI, p} (ap = pa = p, 01 f p) b e a chain, S, a commutative 
semigroup, and S, a null semigroup containing at least two elements. Let 
s = s, + s, ) and define multiplication o in S as follows: 
I 
XY if X,yES,orE$, 
xoy= y if xsS,,y~&, 
0 if xE&,~ES,, 
where 0 is the zero element of S, . Then S(C) is a non-commutative 
composition of {S, , S,> with respect to r. In Section 2, we shall give a 
necessary and sufficient condition for a collection {S,, : y E r} (P a semilattice) 
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of commutative semigroups S.,, to be composable. Further, in the case where 
{S.,, : y E T) is composable, wc shall give a method of construction of all 
compositions of {S,, : y E r]. 1Ve also give a necessary and sufficient condition 
for {S,, : y E rl that every composition of {S : y E r) (if it exists) be necessarily 
commutative. 
Let P(G) be a proposition pertaining to commutative semigroups G. As in 
(‘ohn [3], P(G) is said to be an obstruct property (pertaining to commutative 
semigroups) if, and only if, P(G) is invariant under isomorphism, i.e., 
(1.4) for any commutative semigroups S, , S, such that A’, z S, (S, is 
isomorphic with S,), P(S,) is true whenever P(S,) is true and vice-versa. 
If I’(S) is true for a commutative semigroup S, then we shall say that 5’ 
satkjies P(G). In this case, we also say that S is a commutative semigroup 
zdlz P(G). For example, the properties “G is a group” and “G is cancellative” 
(pertaining to commutative semigroups G) are abstract properties. Let 
P,(G) and P,(G) be abstract properties. Then P,(G) and P.JG) are said 
to bc equivalent (denoted by P,(G) P,(G)) if the following (1.5) is 
fulfilled. 
(1.5) For any commutative semigroup S, P,(S) is true if, and only if, 
P,(S) is true. 
Hereafter, we shall consider I-;(G) and P,(G) as the same property if they are 
equivalent. Define an ordering relation on the set ‘$I of abstract properties as 
follows: Let Z’,(G) and P,(G) be abstract properties. P,(G) < P,(G) if the 
following (1.6) is fulfilled: 
(1.6) For every commutative semigroup S, P,(S) is true whenever P,(S) 
is true. 
If P,(G) 2 P,(G) and P,(G) F P,(G), then the property P,(G) is said to be 
weaker than the property P,(G) and denoted by P,(G) < P,(G). It is obvious 
that S, is a partially ordered set with respect to this relation :< (when we 
regard properties P,(G) and P2(G) as the same property if P,(G) : P,(G)). 
Xcst, consider the following propositions concerning an abstract property 
P(G): 
(I .7) For any collection {S,, : y E r} (T: a chain) of commutative semi- 
groups S, , where each multiple-component S, satisfies P(G), every 
composition of {S, : y E r} is commutative. 
(1.8) For any collection {A’,, : y E r} (E a semilattice) of commutative 
semigroups S.,, , where each multiple-component S, satisfies P(G), every 
composition of {S, : y E T} (if it exists) is commutative. 
If (1.7) or (1.8) is true for P(G), then P(G) is called a linearly c-extensible 
property (abbrev., l.c.e.-property) or fully c-extensible property (abbrev., 
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f.c.e.-property) respectively. For example, the abstract property “G is a 
group” pertaining to commutative semigroup G is an f.c.e.-property. By the 
definitions an f.c.e.-property is clearly an l.c.e.-property, but the converse is 
not true (see Remark below). In Section 3, we shall prove the existence of 
the weakest I.c.e.-property and the weakest f.c.e.-property and try to 
determine these properties. 
Next, consider also the following propositions concerning an abstract 
property P(G): 
(1.9) For any collection {S, : 5 E x} (2: a set) of commutative semigroups 
s, > where each S, satisfies P(G), every linear composition of {S, : E E x} is 
commutative. 
(1 .lO) For any collection {S, : E E x} (x: a set) of commutative semigroups 
S, , where each S, satisfies P(G), every semilattice composition of {S, : 6 E x} 
is commutative. 
If (1.9) or (1.10) is true for P(G), then P(G) . is called a linearly c-invariant 
property (abbrev., l.c.i-property) or a fully c-invariant property (abbrev., 
f.c.i.-property) respectively. It is obvious from the definitions that an 1.c.e. 
[f.c.e.]-property is an 1.c.i. [f.c.i.]-property. In Section 4, we shall prove 
the existence of maximal l.c.i.-properties and maximal f.c.i.-properties and 
determine some of them. 
Remark. Let P,(G) be an abstract property as follows: 
(1 .ll) G is universal, i.e., G2 = G. 
Then it is easy to see that universality P,(G) is an l.c.e.-property (this will be 
shown later). nTow, let T be a universal commutative semigroup which has 
a zero element 0 and whose annihilator A contains a non-zero element. 
The existence of such a semigroup T is easily seen from the following simple 
example: Let T* be the semigroup consisting of all real numbers a > 1 with 
respect to the usual multiplication. Then I =: {/3 : p > 25, /3 E T*) is an 
ideal of T*. Let TI = T*/I be the Recs factor semigroup of T* modulo 
I: TI = (1, 25) + {0}, where 0 is the zero element of TI. Let 
Q = {(x, y) : X, y E TI , xy = 0 in T,}, and let T = Q\((x, y) : X, y E (1, 25), 
x x y -= 25) where x x y denotes the usual product of the real numbers 
x and y. Let N = {u, O> be a null semigroup of order 2, where 0 is the zero 
element of N. Let T = N 4 T,\(O, and define multiplication o in T as 
follows: For X, y E T, 
xy if x,y~T~\0 and xy#O orif x,y~N, 
0 
xoy= 
if xeAT or YEN, 
0 if x, y E T,\O, xy = 0 and (x, y) E r, 
u \ if x y~T~\O,xy = 0 and (x,y)$T. 
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Then T is a universal commutative semigroup which has a zero element, 
and whose annihilator contains a non-zero element. 
Now, let L, -2 (oi, /3, y) be a semilattice such that n -; y, p -:: y, 01 :g /3 and 
,l3 :< 01. Let S, and S, be infinite cyclic semigroups generated by a and h 
respectively: S, m= (u) and S,] _ (h). Let S,, m= T. Then 5’ -z S, i- S, -r S,, 
becomes a non-commutative composition of {S, , .SIi , S,} with respect to L:, 
by the multiplication defined as follows: 
\ 
sy if .x, y E S, , E S, or t S, , 
x Y” u 
I 
if x -7 a and y m- b, 
0 otherwise, 
where 0 is the zero element of T(=S,) and u is a fixed non-zero element 
contained in the annihilator of T( -S,.). Hence P,l,(G) is not an f.c.e.-property. 
Throughout this paper, if {S, : t E x} is a collection of commutative 
semigroups S, , we shall denote elements of S, by small letters at , b, , c6 etc. 
having f as their subscripts. 
2. COMPOSITION THEOREMS 
Let Q := {S,, : y E r) (I? a semilattice) be a collection of commutative 
semigroups S, . For every pair (a, /3) of LY, /3 E r with 01 < ,B, let W(or, /3) be the 
set of mappings of S, into S, . Let C(a, /3) = {S, : 6 E r, W$ T= /3}. Clearly 
S, E C(U, /3). For every S, E C(O~, p), let $E, vE be (not necessarily distinct) 
two mappings of S, into ?tX(a, ,B). Put ~/~(a~) = 8(iy~B) and ~~(a,) = d(a.E). 
Let 9&(Q) l= W,(S, : y E r) 7 {@*a) : (y. < is, 01, p E r, a, 6 S, , S, E C(a, /3)j, 
and 9X,(Q) :m ‘9.RB(S., : y E r) = {dF.a) : a .:I ,B, (II, p E r, aE E S, , S, E C(a, /I)). 
If 
(2.1) !Ul(Q) ~-1 W(S,. : y 6 r) \331&2) i 9&(Q) 
satisfies the following condition (C), then 9JI(Q) is called a set of composite 
factors on Q: 
I 
(1) (pIli)p div) = ~,ji3.Bvql%nii.“~~ 
(2) &) ($1) _ 
induced bi a, , 
the inner translation pn, on S, 
67 ’ 
I 
(3) ($?,oB) and /pB) are conjugate to each other 
in the following sense: a, -(0’“4’(~B) z Jk*uB)(aor). 
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'~HEORE~I 1. Let 8 = {S.) : y E r] (r: a semilattice) be a collecticln of 
commutative semigroups S, . 
(i) Q is composable if arut only if there exists a set of composite factors otr Q. 
(ii) Let !Ul(S2) of (2.1) be a set of composite factors on Q. Therl 
S _ E{S.,, : y E FJ becomes a composition S(c) of !Z by the multiplicatiorc 2 
defined by 
Furthes, ewry possible composition of Q is found in this fashion. 
Proof. (i) follows from (ii) and the definition of composabilit!-. Hence, 
we prove only (ii). Now let W(Q) of (2.1) b e a set of composite factors on Q. 
For a, , b:, , c, t S, (a1 : bd) c : u~~Tu)(bB) I cY = ~(B,~fl) @R.Cifi-/)(bii) - 
~(R,Bv)U(Rv.aRv)(b6) = ,(R~.~R~‘(E::“,“,~(be)) _ @3wRd(b 
Gnce a, b, t S,, foreall a, t S, , 
a z Ll) = a, (b,,oc,). 
b,j E Sfj and since a, c b, ~~ a,b, for all 
(I, , 6, E & , S( -~) is a composition of Q. Conversely, let S(o) -: z‘{S.,, : y E rj 
bc a composition of Q. For X, /3, [ t r with ?: ’ ,l3, C$ = ,O and for a: E S, , 
define mappings @J) : S, -* S,j and ~$‘.fi) : S,, - S, as follows: ~$~j(bJ ::- 
(It ‘L, \ b, and a”p,“)(bJ = 6, )z a< . Then it is easy to see that- ?M(!D) I:: 
l.(I< t -(n,N) : ,~ ._ _ ,B, as E S, with C& == /3] 4 (G$‘J3) : DI ::< /3, ug E S, u-ith 24 = p} 
satisfies (l)-(3) of the condition (C) in (2.1) and hence is a set of composite 
factors on 9. Let S( ,) be the composition of !J determined by this W(Q) and 
(2.2). Then, a, pi bR -z: $‘.~“)(b,) -:. uh c; bti . Hence S(o) = S(sy ). 
The composition S(s ) in (ii) of Theorem 1 is called the composition of Q 
induced by !W(Q). 
COROLLARP 1. Let Q = {S., : ‘J E r] (l? a semilattice) be a collection of 
commutatiae semigroups S:, , and W(Q) of (2.1) a set of composite factors on Q, 
Then, the composition S( ) of Q induced by !N(Q) zs non-commutative if and only 
if the ,follozuing conditiorl is satis$ed: 
(2.3) &lR) I f d!BsaB) for some a, E S, , 01, p E l? 
Proof. If &afij f 
6!“.‘8)(bR). Heke a, 
G\s,xa), then there exists bti E S, such that 6~*1fi)(&) f 
b, + bti I a,x in S( ). Conversely, suppose that the 
composition S(r) of si! induced by W(Q) is non-commutative. Then 
(If b,, :;m b,, a: for some a, E S,, b, t S,, , 5, 7 E I’. Hence c?$~J.E~J’(,~,~) -: 
0: b, .,’ b,, uE = 6:“.‘“‘(b,). This implies that (zP,E~) f d~~‘Y~). 
COROLLARY 2. Let Q = {SY : y E 1’1 (l? a semilattice) be a collectiotc of 
commutatke semigroups S, Then, eeery composition of Q is commutatiz.e if and 
only if there is no set, 9X(52) of (2.1), f o corn osz e ac ors on Sz zohich satisjies the p ‘I .f t 
condition (2.3). 
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Now, as a special case, we consider a collection Q := {S, : y E r} of 
commutative semigroups S,, having a chain I’ as its index set. Let ‘$X(Q) of 
(2.1) he a set of composite factors on Q. 
Then, we have the following lemmas: 
LEMMA I. For 01, /3 E T with OL :-: p, each of ~@.~a)(=: @J)) and u 
Z@,a@( -=ZL4,B) is a translation on SO , 0 
Proof. It follows from (1) of (c’) in (2.1) that @J)(bodO) = 
qm(qq~s)) = qs,0)@0)(b,) =- @.B)qd(&,) = q.8’(~~0.8’(b0)) _ 
@*8)(b,J du . Hence, @,a@)(=tiLB,o)) is a translation on S, . Similarly, it can 
be easily proved that Z$“@(==@~~)) is also a translation on S, . 
LEMMA 2. For a, ,B E r with 01 > p, @“)(ba) =I @*a)(aJ and bLB*“)(ali) = 
cp(b,). 
Proof, This follows from (3) of (C) in (2.1). 
Now, put ~$0~~) = P~,,~ and 524.0) = a,,,,,? for ar < /3. Then 
LEMMA 3. P~,,~ = u’rre,a = the inner translatim pn, on S, induced hy a,. 
Proof. Obvious. 
LEMMA 4. Po,,y”bs,v = ubp,vPu,.v if a g Y. P < Y. 
ppoof. Pnx,-/abB,?. = a ,-b$jY,,, =. Qw)&..d a (by (I) of (C) in (2.1)) 
=-“bP,~P~?,,~,~ . 
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LEMMA 6. 
Proof. This can be proved by an analogous method to the proof of 
Lemma 5. 
By Lemmas 3-6, we obtain the following result: Let Q = {S.,. : y E Pj 
(r: a chain) be a collection of commutative semigroups S, , 9X(Q) of (2.1) 
a set of composite factors on 9. Let S(O) be the composition of {S,, : y E P)- 
induced by !IX(Q). 
Then, there exists a system 
(2.4) G(Q) = (pa,,6 : urn E Se , 01 < /3, a, /3 E r> + {u~,,~ : a, ; S, , a: -:. /3, 
DL, /3 E r], where pOA,9 and o,, a,a’ are mappings of S, into S, , such that 
V) 
(2) 
(T) ( (3) 
(4) 
(5) 
P~,,~ and 0 o,,B are translations on S, , 
P Q,cf ~ - ua,,n = the inner translation pe, on S, 
induced by a, , 
Further, the multiplication c> in S(O) is represented by 
(P) a, 0 b, = 
In general, let Q = {S, : y E r} (r: a chain) be a collection of commutative 
semigroups S., . For each pair (a, , /3), where a, E S,, , OL < p and a, fi E r, let 
P~,J and 'J,,J be (not necessarily distinct) two mappings of S, into Sg . If 
G(Q) = {pQ : a, E Is, ) a! 55 j?, a, /3 E r> + {ua 0 : a, E s, ) 01 < p, a, (8 E r> 
satisfies (T) of (2.4), then S(Q) is called a factor% of translutiom on S2. IFrom 
this definition and the above-mentioned result, we can conclude as follows: 
Let Q = {S, : y E r,\ (P a chain) b e a collection of commutative semigroups 
S, . If S(O) = Z(S,, : y E r) is a composition of Q = {S, : y E rj, then there 
exists a factor set of translations on 52, say G(Q) = {P~,,~ : a, E S, , oi -< fl, 
% p E q i- {%.A : a, E s, 7 oi :< /3, 01, !I E r), and (J in S(O) is represented 
by (0 
Conversely, let S(Q) = {P*,,~ : a, E s, ) a < p, a, p E r} + {q@ : a, I’ s, ) 
cy < /3, 01, /3 E r> (E a chain) be a factor set of translations on a collection 
Q = {S, : y E r) of commutative semigroups S,, . Next, we prove that 
s ,, qs. : y E P) becomes a composition of Q by the multiplication 1 given 
by (I’), Let S(< ) be the set S in which multiplication is defined by (P). 
an b, p,,,,>(b,) =- aaba . Since S, S,,, C S:, if 31 ‘._ /3 and since S, S, C S, 
if oi ; /3, in the both cases S, &, Hence to prove S( .:) to be a composition 
of G, it is sufficient to prove the associativity of S( ;). Let a. p, y be elements of 
r such that u ’ ,8 ’ y. 
0) (a< 4) cy - Pu,,o(bd c, pi-,,,,sc~p).v(c3.). On the other hand, 
(1, (b,, c;.) -zz a, cy (~t,,~.,.(cr)) r-= P~,.,(P,,,.,&)) 7 ~t>~.:~,,,.y(c.,J. Thus b!: (4) 
of(T) in (2.4), (a, o b,,) 7: c,, = PP~,,.~(~,I)~ ~(4 = P~~.,~P,~,,.,(c.:) =y a,, ” (41 i‘ 4 
(ii) (b, a,J c, =z a,Jbi3) c.,, mu ,oCJ,, 8(r++v(c,), while bO (a., c c.,,) 
h h,..,(cJ) L= P~,,,,(P~,,,(~) =- P,,,.A,,,.&.,J. Hence b!- (4) of (T) in (2.4), 
(41 a,) c, == poarn, ps~.v(c,J -~- P,~,..,P~,~.,~(c:J =- 6,s (a, j c). 
(iii) (u, c.,) I bB 7 pur..,(4 b, r- u~~:.,.(P’,,,.:(~:.)) c-~ P~~,.+J~,~.;A~,), \vhile 
0, (c>. 4,) = a,, r- (~~Jc,.)) PC, ,;, t~b,3..,(CJj ~~ CQ,.P,~,.., (c>,)- Hence by (3) 
of (T) in (2.4), (a, c,,) o be =m a, (c-, bn). 
(iv) (c.,, a,) 1 b,) = u,,~,,(c.,.) 6,: = uby.;.(u,,,,,(c,,)) ~-~ u,,,. yu3bR,~,~(~.~), while 
(0, b,) y- c./ (’ (p,,R,dM) u~,,.~(~~).-,,(c~.). Hence b!- (5) of (T) in (2.4), 
;.,. a>) b:! r c.,, (a, iy b,& 
(17) (6, G) I: a, -= P,~,,(c,) a(, =~- ~,,x.,(~b3.~~(c,.)) P,,~,-~.~~~,..~(c~.), dlile 
43 Cc.,. 4 7 b, \ (G,,-, (4) = P~,,,(u,,,.&,)) -~ ~~,,,.,P~~~.~(c’.). Hence b (3) 
of(T) in (2.4), (SD :: c,,) ‘._’ a,, = b,, ,’ (c.,, a,). 
(4 (c 4) ’ a,l =~ u~,~,~,(c?.) a,, ~c,,.~(~~,,.Jc.,J) ,,(c”,,), while 
c,. . (b,y 4 7 c, j (uuJb,d) = ~0,~. O(b,j~,,j(~.,.). Hence by ~$‘~?‘~k) in (2.4), 
(c,, b,J a, r- c.; -/ (b, a,). 
In all cases, the associativitl- of the multiplication in S( ) can be proved. 
Summerizing the results above, m-e obtain the follow\ ing 
‘THEOREx 2. ht Q = {s,. : y E rj (r: a chain) be a collection of commutative 
semigroups S.,, Let G(Q) of (2.4) b e a .factor set of translations on J2. Then 
s L’{S.~. : y E r) becomes a composition S( ) of Q by the nzu/t~~l~catio~ 
dejned by (P). Further, every compositio?l of 52 is~found ill this-fashion. 
S( ) in Theorem 2 is called the composition of 9 induced b\: 5(Q). From 
Theorem 2, we obtain immediately the following 
~OROI.i~.-IRY 1. Let Q {A’.,, : y E ri (r: a chaiu) be a collection of 
commufati~e semigroups S, , and 6(Q) of (2.4) a factor set of fvanslations on Q. 
Then, the composition S(m ~) oj Q induced b>~ Z(Q) is non-commutative 27, and 
on Iv if, 
(2.5) P,,,,~~ + urrasU fey some a,, E S, . a, /3 E r. a ‘-: 13. 
I’voof Obvious. 
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COROLLARY 2. Let Q = {S, : y E TJ (r: a chain) he a collecti~wz of 
commutative semigroups SY . Every composition of Q is commutative if ana’ only 
if there is no factor set, G(Q) of (2.4), off ranslations on B which satisfies ~(2.5). 
Proof. Obvious from Corollary 1. 
In the case where every composition of a collection Q = (S.,, : y t r> 
(r: a chain) of commutative semigroups S, is commutative, we have another 
construction theorem for the compositions of Q which is somewhat simpler 
than Theorem 2: 
THEOREM 3. Let Q : {S,, : y E rj (lT a chain) be a collection of commuirative 
semigroups S, every composition of which is commutative. Let S = Z(S,, : y E r]. 
For each pair (a, , /3), where a,, E S, , CY, p E T and a :G /3, let P,~,,,+ be a mapping 
qf S, into S, . Let G(Q) = {P~,,,~ : a, E S, , N Y. /3, N, /3 E rj. If F(Q) satisjies 
the condition 
' (1) Pa,,U 
i 
is a translation on S, , 
m (4 Po,,m = the inner translation p. on S, induced by a,, , 
(3) frr,,./PDe,Y = PoB,vPu~.v = PPaLt.&.Y ifm . P .cr Y? 
then S becomes a composition S(o) of Q by the multiplication 5 defined 6-y 
m a, ‘: h = 4: ’ a, = P,,J4 if N p. 
Further, every composition of Q is found in this,fashion. 
Proof. The first half of the theorem: Let 4 ,,u.li ~~ P~~~,,~ , and W 
W) -= h@ : a, E S, ,01 .:; /3, 01, fi E r] + {u,,~,~ : ax E S, , LY Y p, W, p E rj. 
Then G(Q) is clearly a factor set of translations on Q. Hence, S becomes a 
composition of Q by the multiplication defined by (P). On the other hand, 
in this case it is easy to see that (P) means (P). 
The second half of the theorem: Suppose that S(m ) is a composition of 
(5’:. : y E r>. Then, by the assumption, S(: ) is commutative. For any a, E S, , 
CY, /3 E rwith OL < /3, define a mapping_p,n,s : S, -+ S, byp, ,,,, ,(b,,) ~~~ a, : b,, == 
h,; x a, . Then it is easy to see that S(Q) = {P~,,,~ : a, E S, , ?: /3, 01,/3 E r) 
satisfies (T) and the multiplication c\ in S( I) is given by (P). 
Xest, we present some results concerning a factor set of translation:; on a 
collection 8 == {S.,, : y E rj (I? a chain) of commutative semigroups S.,. . 
LEMhla 7. Let Q = {S, : y E rj (l? a chain) be a collection qfccommz.~tative 
semigroups S.,. . Let G(Q) of (2.4) b e a ,factor set of translations on 9 which 
satisfies (T) in (2.4). Then, 
(i) for any a, E S, , 01, P E r zuith a: G A ~a,~,d.v,,) = u~~,~~(YJ .Q , i.e., 
fll,.ij and urrn,M are linked, and 
(4 P,,,~,~~ I StjL = u,~.~ I S2.l 
1 pau,B / SD2 denotes the restriction of pax,” to .SBz. 
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A commutative semigroup S is said to be reductive if it satisfies the 
following abstract property P,(G): 
Keductivity P,(G): ax = bx for all zi E G implies a = b. 
LEMMA 8. Let Q and (5(Q) be as in Lemma 7. If each of the multiple- 
components of Q is universal or reductive, then pno,,@ = u~&:,~~ for any a, t S, , 
(Y, /I E r with a .; p. 
Proof. If CY =:: fi, then clearly pu CL. ,, == Q,,~,,, = p(, . Suppose that 01 < 8. 
If S,j is universal, then P~,,,~ fati,U / SO2 === nOti,, SB8 = u,~,~. If S, is 
reductive, then by Lemma 7 p,Ia,a(a,b,) r= a,,n,,(aBbs) for any a, , b, . Hence 
puJaB) bu = uaJaa) 6, for all bO E 5’” . By the reductivity of S, , pC,e.o(aO) _= 
u,Ja& for all aB E S, . This implies that ,+u = U~~,~ . 
By using Lemma 8 and Corollary 2 to Theorem 2, we obtain 
COROLLARY. Let Q = (S, : y E F} (I’: a chain) be a collection of commu tative 
semigroups S, . If each of the multiple-components of .Q is universal OY reductive, 
then e-very composition of Q is commutative. 
Proof. Obvious. 
Remark. This result will be more generalized in the next section. 
3. THE WEAKEST F.C.E. [L.C.E.]-PROPERTY 
In this section, we investigate l.c.e.-properties and f.c.e.-properties. 
Let us consider the following abstract property P,(G) pertaining to 
commutative semigroups G: 
(3.1) There is no system {a, p} of distinct two translations on G such that (1) 
up = PO and (2) u / G2 = p / G2. 
This property P,(G) is called quasi-reductivity. As is shown later, reductivity 
implies quasi-reductivity. However, the converse is not true. 
LEMMA 9. Let {a, p] be a system of distinct two translations u, p on a 
commutative semigroup S such that up 1 pa and u / S2 = p / Sz. Then there 
exist distinct two elements x, y E S and a prime element2 t E S such that (1) 
xa = ya for all a E S and (2) u(t) -= .t‘ and p(t) -= y. 
2 An element of S\S2 is called prime. 
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Proof. Since (J 1 S2 = p 1 S2 and u f p, u(t) # p(t) for some t E S\S2. 
It is obvious that t is a prime element of S. Putting a(t) = x and p(t) = y, 
we have xa = o(t) a = o(ta) = p(t) a = ya for all a E S. 
Example. Let S = {a, a2 ,..., al&} be a cyclic semigroup of order 1z such 
that n > 2, an-r # an and na” = a’%. Define mappings p, u : S---f S as 
follows: p(a) = an-‘, p(ai) = un if i > 1; and a(&) = an for all i. Then p, u 
are translations on S such that up = pu and u 1 S” = p / S2. Hence, of course, 
S is not quasi-reductive. 
By using Lemma 9, we can prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM 4. P,(G) is the weakest l.c.e.-property. 
Proof. At first, we prove that P,(G) is an l.c.e.-property. Suppose that 
P,(G) is not an l.c.e.-property. Then there exists a collection Q = (S.,, : y’ E r} 
(r: a chain) of commutative semigroups S, such that Pq(S,) is true for (every 
multiple-component S, of .Q and some composition S(O) (S = Z{S, : y E r}) 
of Q is non-commutative. Hence, a : b f b C: a for some a E S,, , b C: S, , 
y C: /3. Now, define mappings p, u : S, --f S, as follows: p(x) = a o 1: and 
U(X) = .Y o a for x E S, . Then p, u are translations on S, . For any x 15 S, , 
p(x) = u(p(x)) = ,(a c x) =: (Q 3 x) 3 a = a 0 (x 0 u) = a c; u(x) = 
p(o(x)) = CT~(X). Thus pa = up. Further for any X, y E S, , p(~y) = a cl my = 
(U ii X) 0 y Z= (U C X) y = y(U C X) = (y 0 U) 0 X = (y G U) X = .Y(y 0 U) = 
(X c y) ‘2 a = xy o a = u(xy). Hence p / So2 = u 1 SB2. This contradicts to 
the assumption that S, satisfies the property P,(G). Hence, P,(G) must be an 
l.c.e.-property. Next, suppose that there exists an l.c.e.-property P(G) such 
that P(G) z& P,(G). Then there exists a commutative semigroup S,, such that 
P(S,) is true and Pq(SO) is not true. Since P&S,) is not true, there is a system 
{a, p} of distinct two translations u, p on S, such that up = pu and 
u / S”2 = p / Si2. Accordingly, there exist elements x, y, t of S,, which satisfy 
(I), (2) of Lemma 9. Now, let S, = (a) be an infinite cyclic semigroup 
generated by a and let L = (0, 11 be a chain with respect to the usual multi- 
plication. Define multiplication ‘7 in S = S, i- S, as follows: ni o u = pi(u) 
for 24 E S, ; 24 0 ai = I?(U) for u E S, ; vg>w =vwifv,wESrorE&.Then 
S( -:) is a composition of {S, , S,] with respect to L. Since a t = p(t) = 
y ;k s := u(t) = t n a, S(G) is non-commutative. This contradicts to the 
assumption that P(G) is an l.c.e.-property. Hence P(G) < P,(G). 
COROLLARY. Each of reductivity, universality and the property “reductive 
or universal” is an l.c.e.-property. 
Proof. In general, it is easy to see that if P(G) and P,(G) are abstract 
properties such that P,(G) < P(G), and if P(G) is an l.c.e.-property, then 
P,(G) is also an l.c.e.-property. For abstract properties P,(G) and iD,(G), 
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denote the property “PI(G) or PJG)” by I’,(G) v Pz(G). It is obvious that 
P,(G) P,(G) v P,(G) and P,(G) Y; P,(G) v P,(G). Now, we prove that 
P,.(G) v P,(G) .x P,,(G). Suppose that P,(S) v PIL(S) is true for a commutative 
semigroup S. Since Pr(S) v PJS) ‘- t 15 rue, at least one of P,(S) and PzL(S) is 
true. If P,(S) is not true, then there is a system {CT, p} of distinct t\vo transla- 
tions D, p on 5’ such that ‘up po and o 1 &VX p 1 S”. Hence, by Lemma 9, 
there exist .x, J, t t S which satisfy the conditions (I), (2) of Lemma 9. This 
contradicts to the assumption that S is reductive or universal. Hence, P,,(S) 
must be true. Since P,(G) e’ P,.(G) v P,(G) P,(G) and P,(G) 
P,.(G) v P,,(G) P,,(G) and since P,(G) is an I.c.e.-property, each of 
P,.(G), P,,(G) and P,.(G) v P,(G) is also an l.c.e.-property. 
Remarks. (1) Moreover, the following is obvious from Theorem 4: 
Let Q = (S, : 5 E x} (x: a set) be a collection of commutative semigroups S, , 
where P,(S,) is true for all S, t Q. Then, every linear composition of Q is 
commutative. 
(2) For a special collection Q ~~ {S,. : y E rj (I’: a chain) of commutative 
semigroups S., , every composition of Q is commutative even if there exists a 
multiple-component S, which does not satisfy P,>(G). For example, let 
L ~= (0, l> be a chain with respect to the usual multiplication, S, = {P) 
a semigroup consisting of a single element e and S,, = {a, a”,..., u’~-I, a”) a 
cyclic semigroup of order n (n >- 2) such that a”-’ f u’& and au’” ul’. Then, 
it is easy to see from the above-mentioned example that Pu(S,) is not true. 
However, there is no non-commutative composition of {S, , S,,} with respect 
to L. 
Hereafter, for any element .Y of a commutative semigroup S, the imler 
translation on S induced by x will be denoted by pr . 
Now, let us consider the following abstract property P:(G) pertaining to 
commutative semigroups G: 
(3.2) There is no system {u, a; 6, 71 of distinct two elements u, u of G and 
(not necessarily distinct) translations [, 71 on G such that (1) 57 =x of ~~ P(, = p, 
and (2) e(u) = l(v) and T(U) =- T(Z)). 
LEMMA IO. Let {u, v; [, 17) be a system of distinct two elements u, v of u 
commutative semigroup S and translations 5, 77 on S, satisfying (I), (2) of (3.2). 
Then, uz 2‘2 ,for a11 z t S. 
Proof. Since &j = 75 pu p,. , it follows that p,Jz) z= p,(z), i.e. 
u2 7x for all z t S. 
LEMMA I I. P;(G) is equivale~zt o P,.(G). 
Proof. At first, we prove that P,(G) P:(G). Suppose that P:(S) is not 
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true for some commutative semigroup S. Then by Lemma 10, there exist 
distinct two elements u, v of S such that uz = vu” for all z E S. Hence S is not 
reductive, and accordingly P,.(S) is not true. Thus, P,(G) s< Pi!(G). 
Conversely, suppose that P,(S) IS not true for some commutative semigroup S. 
Then, there exist U, u E S such that uz = vz for all z E S. 
1’17e case S” 3 u or 3 v. Assume that Sa 3 U, u,ithout the loss of generality. 
Let u _: cd, c, n t S, and let ,$ = pr and 7 7 pI1 . Then (7 ~~ pppd - pCd --: 
PU mm~ p? and $ :- pdpC, 1 pdl. ~ pia pi, p? . Further, e(u) == pi.(u) = 
UC mm: vc : pc(v) = t(v) and T(U) ~ Pi ~7 ud cd = pd(v) -~ T(V). Hence, 
there exists a system {u, ZJ; [, 171 which satisfies (I), (2) of (3.2). 
The case S’ $ u, v. Let E = pC, , and let 71 be a mapping: S + S such that 
r(u) = z’, V(V) := ‘z’ and v(x) =m v i .Y + II, v. It is easy to see that 71 is a f 
translation on S. (Note that ux + I(, 2: and v.x + v, u for all .v E S). At first, 
57 L P(, .h fact, p,,?7(4 = T(P,,(u)) = rl(4 : uu - dU), ~~~44 rl(~J:4) = 
7)(uv) = uz‘ ~~ vu p,(v), and p,,q(x) ?~(p~(s)) = I lm su = pJx) if 
.v # u, v. Hence pI, = P,~T = 67. Next, 7~[ = pU In fact, qpIl(u) _m pJy(~)) 
p,((v) : VU uz Z-m uu = p,((u), ?pll(z) =- p,(~(v)) = pJz.), and 7pU(x) =: 
p,,(~(x)) p,,(x) if x -,k U, z. Hence ptL -= qpa y[. Consequently, we have 
& -: pa =~ pr ~-~ 7E. Further, f(u) : pU(u) 1 uu ~~ vu ~ pll(v) == f(v), and 
T(U) = z = ~(7:). Thus, the system {u, r;; E, 71) satisfies (l), (2) of (3.2). 
This means that P:(S) is not true. Hence, it follows that P:(G) < P,.(G). 
Since P:(G) < P,.(G) and P,(G) ‘.. P:(G), we have P:(G) P,.(G). 
By using Lemmas IO and 11, we can prove the following theorem which 
is one of the main results of this paper: 
'THEOREM 5. P,.(G) is the weakest f.c.e.-property. 
Proof. At first, we prove that P,(G) is an f.c.e.-property. Let 
52 : {S., : y E r) (I? a semilattice) be a collection of commutative semigroups 
S,, such that every multiple-component S, satisfies P,(G). Let S(C) be any 
composition of Q. For any s, y E S(,-), we next prove that s y = JJ s. 
I,et x t S,, and y E S, . 
Case 1. (5 p: p). In this case, x o y = xy = yx = y :T x. 
Case 2. (CZ + /3). In this case, Pr(S,,) is true since S,, is a multiple- 
component. For rr, b E S,, , we have (.v ‘2 y) ab = s ((y a) 11 b) -~ 
x ((y : a) b) = x : (b(y (2 a)) =-= s 1’ (b (y a)) = (r. b) (y a) -~~ 
(x I b)( y a). Similarly, we have (y 1’: x) ab ~~ a( y 1 x) b =z (a y)(,x b) 
(.Y b)(a T) = ((x c b) a) ‘y = a((.y 6) ‘ y) : ((x s-’ b) y) a = 
(.x 6) c: (y N) 2 (AZ 3 b)(y a). Hence, ((x y) u) b == ((y - .x) a) b for 
all a, b E S,, . Hence, by the reductivity of S,, , we have .I’ y -v s. 
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Thus, S(c) is commutative. Therefore, P,r(G) is an f.c.e-property. Next, 
suppose that there exists an f.c.e.-property P(G) such that P(G) $ P,(G). 
Since P,(G) .:z P:(G). Z’(G) < P:(G). Hence, there is a commutative 
semigroup S,, such that P(S) is true and Z’,*(S) is not true. Since P,*(S) is 
not true, there is a system {u, v; [, T} of distinct elements U, z1 of S,, and 
translations [, 7 on S, such that & =-- T[ = pU = pz; , and l(u) = f(v) and 
q(u) = T(V). Let S, and S, be infinite cyclic semigroups generated by a and b 
respectively: S, = (u) and S,, = (b). Let L, = (01, B, 71 be a semilattice 
consisting of three elements cy, /3, y such that u < y, ,8 < y, (Y .$ p and /3 4 U. 
Let S = S, r S, q S, . Define multiplication :, in S as follows: 
.i ,; .j _ &vi; bi c 6' = bi-j; a #zb -u,b( a=a;x<:y=xyif.r,yES,; 
a’ :: .x _ x :: ui = f”(x) for x E S, ; bic:x=robi-vi(x)forxESY;and 
ai o bj = p-l@‘(u), bj c ai = p-l+‘(u) if i + j 3 3 (we regard each of 
to and TO as the identity mapping on S,). Then S(o) is a non-commutative 
composition of {S, , S, , S,} with respect to L, . This contradicts to the 
assumption that P(G) is an f.c.e.-property and P(S) is true. Hence, 
P,(G) <; P,.(G) for all f.c.e.-property P,(G). 
COROLLARY. Let 9 = (S, : 5 E ,y} (x: a set) be a collection of commutative 
semigroups S, , where Pr(S,) is true for each S, E Q. Then, every semilattice 
composition of Q is commutative. 
Proof. Obvious. 
Remarks. (I) It is easy to see that if P,(G) is an f.c.e. [l.c.e.]-property and 
if P(G) is an abstract property such that P(G) < P,(G), then P(G) is also 
an f.c.e.[l.c.e.]-property. Let p(Q) = {P(G) : P(G) is an abstract property 
such that P(G) < P,(G)} and ‘5$3(R) = {P(G) : P(G) is an abstract property 
such that P(G) .< P,(G)). Then, ‘$3(Q) and (P(R) are the set of all I.c.e.- 
properties and the set of all f.c.e.-properties respectively. 
(2) As was shown in Section 1, there exists a universal commutative 
semigroup S which has a zero element 0 and whose annihilator A contains 
a non-zero element. Since Pq(S) is true and PJS) is not true, P,(G) + P,(G). 
Hence, PO(G) ;- Pr(G). This also means that quasi-reductivity does not 
imply reductivity. 
(3) Since P,(G) is weaker than each of separativity (see [2]) and 
cancellativity, the following results immediately follow from the above- 
mentioned Corollary: 
(i) A semigroup which is a semilattice of commutative reductive semigroups 
is commutative and reductive. 
(ii) A semigroup which is a semilattice of separative commutative semi- 
groups is separative and commutative. 
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(iii) A semigroup which is a semilattice of cancellative commutative 
semigroups is separative and commutative. 
The conserve of the result (iii) also holds (see [2]); i.e., a separative 
commutative semigroup is a semilattice of cancellative commutative 
semigroups. 
4. MAXIMAL F.C.I. [L.C.I]-PROPERTIES 
In this section, we shall show the existence of a maximal l.c.i.-property 
and a maximal f.c.i.-property. Especially, it will be proved that P,(G) is a 
maximal l.c.i.-property and both P,(G) and P,(G) are maximal f.c.i.- 
properties. 
THEOREhl 6. There exist a maximal l.c.i.-property and a maximal .f.c.i.- 
property. 
Proof. Let .9 = {P,(G) : X t/I} be the set of all f.c.i.-properties T’,(G). 
Then g is clearly a partially ordered set with respect to the ordering relation 
-< defined by (1.6). (Recall that equivalent properties are regarded as the 
same property). Let Y = {P,(G) : T E fl,} be any totally ordered subset of F. 
Define an abstract property T(G) as follows: T(G) = VTEn, P,(G), i.e., 
T(G) = the property “being at least one of {P,(G) : V- E&}“. Hence, a 
commutative semigroup 5’ satisfies T(G) if, and only if, S satisfies at least 
one of the properties P,(G), 7 E il, . Now, let Q = {S, : E E x} (x: a set) be 
a collection of commutative semigroups S, such that every S, satisfies T(G). 
Suppose that there exists a non-commutative semilattice composition 
S(O) = Z{S, : [ E x(*)} of Sz. Then there exist a, b such that a E S, , b 8~ S, , 
Y,~EX and ac b f b c a. Clearly, both a o b and b 3 a are contained in 
S v*a . Put s, L s, + Sv& = M. Then M(c) is a subsemigroup of S(o) and 
is non-commutative. Since T(S,), T(S,) and T(S,,,) are all true, there exist 
P,(G), P,(G) and P,(G) in the collection (P,(G) : 7 E A,,} such that pb(S,), 
P,(S,) and P,(S,,,) are true. Let P,,(G) be the weakest property in {I’s(G), 
PdG), J’,(G)l. Then J’,,(G) is of course an f.c.i.-property and P,(S), PV(S,), 
P,,(S.,J are all true. Hence, the semilattice composition M(o) of {S, , S, , 
L5’Y*G} must be commutative. However, this is a contradiction since M(cm) was 
non-communative. Consequently, every semilattice compostion of Q must be 
commutative. Therefore, T(G) is an f.c.i.-property and hence T(G) EF. 
Since P,(G) -g T(G) for all 7 E (1, , T(G) is an upper bound of Y. Thus, 9 
is an inductively ordered set. Hence, there exists a maximal f.c,i.-property- 
in %. The existence of a maximal l.c.i.-property is also proved by a similar 
method. 
COROLLARY. For any f.c.i. [l.c.i.]-property P(G), there exists u maxin2nl 
f.c.i. [I.c.i.]-property P,,,(G) SUCII that P(G) ~1 P,,(G). 
Proof. This can be proved by an analogous method to Theorem 6. 
In fact, the following three theorems shon- that quasi-reductivity is a 
maximal l.c.i.-property and both reductivity and universality are maximal 
f.c.i.-properties: 
THEOREM 7. P,(G) is a maximal l.c.i.-property. 
Proof. It is obvious from Remark (1) for Theorem 4 that P,(G) is an 
l.c.i.-property. Suppose that there is an I.c.i.-property P(G) such that 
P(G) :‘- P,(G). Then, there exists a commutative semigroup S, such that 
P(&) is true and PQ(S,) is not true. Since PJS,,) is not true, there is a system 
{a, p} of distinct two translations on S, such that op := pa and o / S,,2 = p 1 S,,2. 
Hence by Lemma 9, there exist distinct two elements x, y and a prime element 
t in S,, such that xa = ya for all a E S, , u(t) m:- x and p(t) =m y. Let S, = (a) 
be an infinite cyclic semigroup generated by a, and let S, -I S,, -=~ S. Define 
multiplication 8-1 in S as follows: ai f u p”(u) for u E S,, ; 2d ui -= c+(u) 
for u E S,, ; v w = VW if T’, w E S, or E S,, . Then S(O) becomes a non- 
commutative linear composition of {S, , St,)-. Since PO(&) is true and 
P,(G) ~1 P(G), P(S,) is also true. Hence both S, and S,, satisfy P(G), but 
there is a non-commutative linear composition of {S, , SJ. Thus, w-e have 
a contradiction. Hence, there is no I.c.i.-property P(G) such that 
P(G) >, P,(G). 
THEOREM 8. P,(G) is a maximal f.c.i.-property. 
Proof. It is obvious from Corollary to Theorem 5 that Pr(G) is an f.c.i.- 
property. Suppose that there is an f.c.i.-property P(G) such that 
P,(G) -; P(G). Then, there exists a commutative semigroup S., such that 
P(S,.) is true and I’,($,) is not true. Since PY(&,) is not true, there is a system 
{u, c; [, q)- of distinct two elements U, u of S.,, and translations [, 7 on S, such 
that & m= v[ =:- pI1 = pV , E(u) -= f(v) and q(u) = T(E). Let S, and S, be 
infinite cyclic semigroups generated by a and b respectively: S, = (a) and 
S, = (b). Define multiplication cl in S S, -k S, i S’:. as follows: 
a’ a’ zai+j;bic~@zb141;a h:-u,& az~a;x y=- qif.r,yES,; 
.i ,\ .2’ L .y af = P(X) for x E S, ; bi x x ; bi = TV for s t S, ; and 
az c-, bi = b’ ai = [i-l+‘(u) if i + j :: 3 (where [“, 7° are regarded as the 
identity mapping on S,). Then S(rt) b ecomes a non-commutative semilatticc 
composition of {S, , S, , S.,}. Since P,(S,) and P,(S,j) are true and 
P,(G) -; P(G), P(S,) and P(S,) are also true. Hence, the semilattice composi- 
tion S’(, ) of {S’? , S,j , S,j- must be commutative since P(G) is an f.c.i.-propert) 
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and since each of S, , 5’” and S, satisfies P(G). Thus, we have a contradiction. 
Therefore, there is no f.c.i.-property P(G) such that P,.(G) e:. P(G). 
THEOREM 9. P,,(G) is a maximal f.c.i.-property. 
Proof. At first, we prove that universality P,,(G) is an f.c.i.-property. 
Let Q = {S, : 4 E x> (x: a set) be any collection of universal commutative 
semigroups S, . Let S(C) = Z{S, : 6 E x(*)1 be a semilattice composition 
of D. Let a, b be any tu-o elements of S == Z{S, : .$ E x}. Then, there exist 
S, , S, E Q such that S, 3 a and S, 3 6. It is obvious that a b t S 3*!3 . 23ince 
a E S,, and S,, is universal, a -= ala2 for some nl , a, E S, . Now, clearly each 
of a, C’ h, b (I a, ) a2 o b and b ~’ a, is contained in Sa+B . a i b -= alal ‘Y b ~~- 
a, z (a2 c b) -= a, ‘2 xy for some X, J’ E S,,,+ . a1 “YY ; (al .x) y --: 
y 4’ (al i x) = (y (3 al) x = x(y a,) ~~~ sy ~, a1 my (a2 b) a1 ~~ 
a, : (b r al) = a2 ,> (b :‘ a,) = a, ~8 XC for some Z, w E S-r*,3 . Further, 
u2 zw = (a2 z) w = w(a2 ~) 2) - (w a?) s = z(zc u.J = aw a, =I 
(b 4 o a, = b (: ala2 = b ) a. Hence, we have a :‘ b == b n. This 
means that S(‘. ) is commutative. Thus, P,(G) is an f.c.i.-property. Ycxt, 
suppose that there is an f.c.i.-property P(G) such that P,(G) < P(G). Then, 
there exists a commutative semigroup S,, such that P(S,,) is true and PJS,,) is 
not true. Let ‘5, be a universal commutative semigroup which has a zero 
element 0 and whose annihilator ‘4 contains a nonzero element r. (The 
existence of such a semigroup S, has been shown in Remark of Section 1). 
Since PJS,) is true and P,,(G) < P(G), P(S:,) is also true. Put S,, : S,? ~~ S,, , 
and define multiplication ‘\ in S = S,, -1 S, -I- S.,, as follows: s 4’ ~ xy if 
‘Y, y E s, ) E S, or ES,; S, S, -.- S, S, sp: s, = SyC’S6 ~~ {O}; 
7 S&Z ‘_ s, ~~ J,? S,? = s,,z S, = S, ~J SjjZ == (0); S: c Sp* = {z;; and 
S,: . S’: := (01, where S: =-: S,‘,Sfi2 , S/T y-m S,‘5SBi and 0 is the zero 
element of S, . Then, the resulting system S( ) is a non-commutative 
semilattice composition of Q. This contradicts to the fact that P(G) is an 
f.c.i.-property and each of S, , S, and S, satisfies P(G). Hence, there is no 
f.c.i.-property P(G) such that P,,(G) s P(G). That is, P,,(G) is a maximal 
f.c.i.-property. 
From Theorem 9, we also have immediatel! 
COROLLARY. A semigroup which is a semihttice of universal commutative 
sem@wups is uni,z,ersal and commutative. 
Remark. Let .9[5?] be the set of all f.c.i. [l.c.i.]-properties. For lD1(G), 
P,(G) E 9[2], let us define an abstract property P,(G) A P,(G) as follow: 
(4.1) P,(G) A P,(G) :-~ the property “being both P,(G) and P,(G)“. Then, 
it is easy to see that P,(G) A P,(G) E iq[Y] for any P,(G), P,(G) E %[9”] and 
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P,(G) A Pa(G) is the greatest lower bound of P,(G) and P,(G). Further, in 
fact F[A?] is a semilattice with respect to this operation A. 
Since P,(G) and P,(G) are non-equivalent maximal f.c.i.-properties, it is 
obvious that there is no greatest f.c.i.-property, i.e., there is no weakest 
f.c.i.-property P,(G) in the following sense: 
(4.2) P(G) < P,(G) for any f.c.i.-property P(G). 
However, the authors can not solve the following two problems and leave 
them as open problems: 
Problem 1. Is there a maximal I.c.i.-property except P,(G)? That is: 
Is P,(G) the greatest (weakest) l.c.i.-property ? Determine all of the maximal 
l.c.i.-properties. 
Problem 2. Is there a maximal f.c.i.-property except P,(G) and P,(G)? 
Determine all of the maximal f.c.i.-properties. 
As a partial solution of Problem 1, we obtain the following result: Let C 
be an infinite cyclic semigroup: C ~~ {a, aa,..., all,...}. Let Cl be the adjunction 
of an identity element to C: Cl = C i- (1). Let yb be the set of all I.c.i.- 
propertiesL(G) satisfied by Cl, and Y* the set of all abstract properties P(G) 
such that P(G) <L(G) for someL E 2”. Then .Z* 3 P,(G), P,(G), P,(G), 
since each of PO(F), Pu(C1) and Pr(C1) is true and each of P,(G), P,(G) and 
P,(G) is an l.c.i.-property. Further, Z* 3 8 = (P(G) : P(G) is an I.c.i.- 
property which is comparable with P,(G) or P,(G)}. In fact, let P(G) be a 
property contained in 8. If P(G) --‘: P,(G) or <P,(G), then P(G) E Z’* since 
each of P,(G) and P,(G) is an I.c.i.-property and is satisfied by Cl. If 
P(G) >, P,(G) or >P,,(G), then P(C’) is true since each of Pr(C1) and 
Pu(C1) is true. Since P(Cl) is true and P(G) is an l.c.i.-property, P(G) is also 
contained in .Y*. In any case, P(G) E Z*. Therefore, 8 C Y*. Especially, 
cancellativity, separativity, regularity and the property “being a commutative 
semigroup G with 1” are all contained in 3’“. 
Now, we have 
THEOREM 10. P,,(G) is the greatest (i.e. weakest) l.c.i.-property in Z*. 
Proof. Let P(G) be an l.c.i.-property contained in 5?*. Then, there exists 
an l.c.i.-property L(G) such that L(Ci) is true and P(G) <<L(G). Suppose 
that L(G) $ P,(G). Then, there exists an commutative semigroup SO such 
that L(S,) is true and P&S,) is not true. Since P,(S,) is not true, there exists 
a system {u, p} of distinct two translations (J, p on S,, such that up = pa and 
u 1 S”? : p 1 &,a. Let S, =-= C (= the infinite cyclic semigroup (a)), and 
define multiplication D in S* = S, + SO as follows: ui C\ u = p”(U) for 
UES,; u r, ai = d(u) for u E S,, ; and v 1 w = VW if v, zu E S, or E S, . 
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Then, S*(o) is a non-commutative linear composition of {S, , S,,}. 
Let S be the adjunction of an identity element to S*(O) : S L S* 4 (1) ~-~ 
C? + s, . Then S is clearly a non-commutative linear composition of 
{Cl, S,>. This contradicts to our assumption that L(Cr), L(S,,) are true and 
L(G) is an l.c.i.-property. Hence L(G) c: P,(G), and accordingly 
P(G) <I,(G) < P,(G). This means that P,(G) is the greatest l.c.i.-property 
in 2?*. 
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